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Weekly Update 
Sunday Morning Bible Study 
This week we started a new series on the five biblical 
purposes for our lives: reaching (evangelism), 
connecting (fellowship), growing (discipleship), 
discovering (ministry), and honoring (worship). 
We’re using Paul as our example, unearthing all the 
ways his own life and ministry reflected these 
purposes. 

We started by looking at Paul’s life and how he 
proclaimed the good news about Jesus wherever he 
went—regardless of the trials he faced. In Colossians 
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Ash Wednesday 
Service 

Wednesday, February 18, 
7:00pm 

Join us for a special time of 
worship and contemplation as 
we begin the season Lent and 
begin our journey toward 
Easter Sunday.  We'll sing, 
read scripture, share 
communion, and remember 
that our hope for life is in 
Jesus. 

SnoFeast 

Grades 7-12                        
$35 / student registration 
$20 ... Lift Tickets  

Come to a weekend that will inspire 
life change and grow friendships to 
last. Jeremy Allard will be bringing 
God's message to abide in Christ and 
Andover Christian Church will be 
leading us in Worship. Students will 
not want to miss the chance to ski, 
snowboard, or tube at Powder Ridge 
either. Mark up those calendars and 
make plans to join Kimball Church of 
Christ at SnoFeast 2015!! The event 
ends on Feb. 21, but we will be 
staying for church on Feb. 22.
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1:24-29, Paul says that he rejoiced in his suffering, 
knowing that his suffering led to other people 
learning about Christ. The passage describes the 
purpose and the power of reaching out to others so 
that they may know the mystery of Christ. 

We used this passage to acknowledge the fear that 
many teenagers face when it comes to sharing their 
faith with peers. But we also must acknowledge the 
power that lives within each Christ-follower to 
overcome those fears. 

When the opportunity presents itself this week, 
perhaps in the car or at the table, I’d encourage you 
to talk with your teenager about this week’s lesson. 
Here are some questions you might use during your 
conversation: 
• If pain and suffering was the cost you had to 
pay to reach out to people who don’t know Jesus, 
what would motivate you to do it anyway? 
• Does God call Christians to focus more on 
people’s spiritual needs or physical needs? Explain. 
How are spiritual needs and physical needs tied 
together? 
• Paul endured many difficult experiences—why 
do some Christ-followers experience such a hard 
road, while others don’t seem to? 

You might also ask about any fears your student 
faces when talking with friends about Jesus. Talk 
about ways you can support your teenager in the 
journey to make Christ known.  

Amplify Recap
Last night we focused on a very difficult concept, the second 
coming of Christ. We’ve all waited and hoped for something in 
our lives, that hope gave us a sense of purpose and mission. We 
used that to understand why the same is true of waiting for 
Christ to return. Our ability to hold on to the that promise, as a 
community, and encourage each other to keep living our lives for 
the goal is what will get us through this life. Life is full of 
disappointment and hard times, it’s easy to lose hope on what 
exists on this earth because it fades. We have a hope and promise 
of Jesus coming back to make everything right. Together we must 
learn how to live in the time between and how to make the most 
out of it for His return.
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Parenting Tip 

3 Words from Fifth Grade Math That Can 
Change Your Parenting 

Toward the top of the long list of things I 
love about being a faculty member at 
Fuller Seminary is what I learn from my 
amazing faculty colleagues. Recently, Dr. 
Scott Cormode, Fuller’s Hugh De Pree 
Professor of Leadership Development, and 
I were co-teaching at a Sticky Faith Cohort. 
When it was Scott’s turn to teach, he 
commented that parents can dramatically 
improve their parenting if they heed the 
wise advice of fifth grade math teachers.  

I was intrigued. What was that advice?  

how your work. In other words, parents 
can—and should—invite their kids into their 
parenting process. Not in an enmeshed, 
boundary-less, “Gilmore Girls” style of 
parenting. But in a warm, open, and 
conversational approach to parenting.  As 
we’re showcasing in our new Family Guide 
Video Curriculum, having warm family 
relationships is related to kids’ long-term 
faith. It’s often easier to have warm family 
relationships when we welcome our kids 
into some of our processing, or at least 
help them understand some of the 
tensions we’re experiencing as parents.  

So I’ve shown my work with our kids by 
helping my son understand why he needs 
to keep his phone in our bedroom 
overnight, even though he complaints he 
“might forget it” in the morning.  

When my 8 year-old said she wished I had 
stayed at her school party for 2 hours even 
though I left after only one hour, I showed 
my work by explaining what the sign-up 
had said, and that I was so sorry that I 
misunderstood.  

While we don’t need to share all of our 
parenting rationale and experiences with 
our kids, my hunch is that part of why we 
feel like our kids don’t understand us is 
because we do little to help them do so. 
Parenting doesn’t have to be a covert 
activity.  

So how do you try to “show your work” to 
your kids?  

http://stickyfaith.org/blog/3-math-words 


